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AU-Personal Author. Enter the last name, first name, and then the 
middle initial. Two initials together should have only a period 
(NO SPACE) between them. Separate each name with a semicolon. Do 
not include professional titles, informal titles such Mrs., Ms., 
Mr., or military rank. DO include the suffix Sr., Jr. etc. if 
presented.
Ex.: Smith, Smitty H.; Paabo, S. Louise; Jones, S.M., Jr.
*Add diacritics to author names in the AU field when appropriate. 
Use the Microsoft Keyboards - Standard English (US101) training 
document to identify the letters and codes. Highlight the letter 
requiring the diacritic, then hold down the alt key and enter the 
number code. If there is no ASCII code for a specific diacritic, 
then enter just the letter.
CN-Corporate Author. Use this field when an article is authored 
by a government agency, an organization, a committee within an 
organization, or a corporation. Always include the name of the 
organization from which a committee or task force is formed. When 
provided, put acronyms in square brackets after the organization 
name.

Ex.: American Society for Reproductive Medicine [ASRM]. Ethics 
Committee
Ex.: Canada. Department of National Health and Welfare

TI-Title. Use an uppercase letter for the first letter of the 
first word in a title, all proper nouns, and the first letter of 
the first word after a period or question mark. Also use an 
initial cap for words that indicate sections like "Part 1" and 
"Topic 5." Put format rubrics such as letter, reply, editorial 
etc. in square brackets. See the list of acceptable rubrics.
Ex.: Ethical issues in ovarian transplantation Part 1: a study of 
women in Quebec
Ex.: Why is it regarded as a threat? A perspective on human 
cloning [editorial]
*Add diacritics to article titles in the TI field where 
appropriate. Use the Microsoft Keyboards - Standard English 
(US101) training document to identify the letters and codes. 
Highlight the letter requiring the diacritic, then hold down the 
alt key and enter the number code.



SO-Publication information. 1. Enter the name of the journal, the 
date (year, month, day) followed by a semicolon, volume number, and 
issue number (in parentheses)followed by a colon and one space, 
then the page number(s). Each page should be a complete number 
(i.e., 856-870; not 856-70).
2. Where appropriate the SO field should include the rubric 
[electronic] for journals that are ONLY available online. The URL 
and the download date are also included in the SO field.

1. Ex.; Fertility and Sterility 2008 March 7; 73(4): 856-870
2. Ex.: Journal of Philosophy, Science and Law [electronic] 2007 
October; 3: 4 p. Accessed:
http://www.psljournal.com/archives/newsedit/noah2.cfm [2007 
October 31]
YD-Date of publication. The year of publication is typed 
numerically - year + month + day (YYYYMMDD). It is taken from the 
date of publication in the SO field. Enter 00 for any month or 
day that is not given. If there is only a year, enter YYYY0000; a 
year and a month, enter YYYYMMOO. Enter eight zeros (00000000) if 
there is no date. For journals that have issues by season, use 
the following numbers for the month: Spring = 03; Summer = 06; 
Fall or Autumn = 09; Winter (if issue number 1) = 01, (if issue 
number other than 1) =  12. For journals with combination years or 
months, enter the first year or month.
Ex.: 20080307
PT-Publication type. This field identifies the type of 
publication in the SO field: ja (journal article); be (book 
chapter, analytic); m (web doc, fact sheet, monograph; na (news 
article, press release); bill (draft statute); law (statute 
enacted);cd (court decision); av (audio visual); upd (unpublished 
document)
Ex.: bc
Note: "ja" is the default setting and does not need to be entered
LO-Location in the library. Enter "journal" in this field for all 
journal data entry, except "special issues." When doing original 
data entry or updating special issue journals (blue scope sheet), 
enter "special issue" in this field.

BN-Publication number/ISBN. Do not enter data in this field.
CL-Classification numbers. Enter classification numbers from the 
scope sheet. Multiple classification numbers should be separated 
by semicolons.
Ex.: 20.4.2; 8.3.1; 2.1
PC-Primary classification number. This is the first 
classification number from the CL: field.
Ex.: 20.4.2

http://www.psljournal.com/archives/newsedit/noah2.cfm


SC-Subject caption. The subject captions are: an(analytical); em 
(empirical); le(legal); po(popular); cs (case studies) and 
rv(reviews - NOT BOOK REVIEWS). They usually appear on the 
journal scope sheet with the classifications numbers. Enter the 
two-letter code or multiple codes separated by a semicolon.
Ex. an; em
WWW-URL for document. Enter the URL that appears on the scope 
sheet. Always include "http://" as part of the URL.
Ex.: http://content.nejm.org
Ex.: http://humupd.oxfordjournal.org/cgi/reprint/12/5/519
GJP-Georgetown Journal finder indicator. Look for "GU Journal 
Finder = y" on the scope sheet, and if present, enter "y" in this 
field. The GJF field denotes online access only.

BL-Bibliography of Bioethics indicator (BIB). Enter "y" in this 
field for BIB articles. "G BIB A" or "BIB A" next to a citation 
on a scope sheet indicates that the article has been selected for 
the BIB.

BV-Bibliography of Bioethics Volume number. Enter the volume 
number for the Bibliography of Bioethics in this field. For the 
2008-2009 academic year enter the number "35" for articles 
selected for the BIB.

LA-Language. Enter the first three letters of a foreign 
language(s) in this field. If the body text of an article is in 
more than one language, separate each language code with a 
semicolon.
Ex: fre; eng
Note:"eng" (English) entered automatically if no data present
TD-Title descriptors. Use this field for terms that describe the 
subject of an article in more depth such as geography, personal 
names, acronyms and their equivalents, and other descriptive 
enhancements. Do NOT repeat information that is in the title. 
CORRECT Ex.:
..TI: Abortion and neonaticide: ethics, practice, 
and policy in four nations
..TD: Finland; Israel; Great Britain (United States); United 
States
INCORRECT
..TI: "To do no harm": a survey of Australian physicians' 
perceptions on direct-to-consumer-advertising 
..TD: Australia

http://content.nejm.org
http://humupd.oxfordjournal.org/cgi/reprint/12/5/519


CP-Conference information. Citation information about 
conferences, symposia, and meetings not included in the title of 
an article belong in this field. This may or may not be indicated 
on the scope sheet. (See Roxie if you have questions.) The 
conference information should be entered in the following order: 
title; place; date (year, month, day); and sponsor. Separate each 
type of information with a semicolon.
Ex. :
..TI: What about my right to privacy? Where the court went wrong 
in Ferguson v. City of Charleston
..CF: Symposium; DNA—Lessons from the Past, Problems for the 
Future; Brooklyn, New York; 2003 March 9; Brooklyn Law School
CMT-Citations for comment articles. The citation for the original 
article being commented on will be entered in this field. "CMT" 
or "comment" will appear on the scope sheet near the citation.
The field will, as a minimum, include the SO field information 
for the article commented on. It may also include the information 
from the AU and TI fields. If author and title field information 
is added, it should precede the SO field information and periods 
should be put after the information for each field.

Ex: Comment on: Rajan R. Patil, Robert N. Swidler, and Terese 
Seastron. Research in a tribal community. Indian Journal of 
Medical Ethics 2004 October-December; 1(4): 122-123

GN-General Note. Enter additional information about a citation 
such as language and translation notes, alternate sources, and 
enclosures if indicated on the scope sheet. Include information 
about abstracts that may be available in languages other than 
the primary language of the article (i.e., article in French that 
has an English abstract).
Ex.: Abstract in English
HGP-ELSI grant number. Enter the grant number for articles 
supported by the National Human Genome Research Institute. The 
number usually appears at the end of the article or at the bottom 
of the first page. The majority of articles will NOT have a grant 
number.



SR-Series information. Do not enter data in this field.
ED-Date the file is started. This is the date the file is 
created. The ED field date is also part of the original filename. 
Ex.: 20080421
EID-User ID of person entering data. Enter your User ID (assigned 
by GEORGETOWN) in this field when doing journal data entry.

AB-Abstract. Enter "tba" in this field for citations with 
abstracts/


